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Aphasia is a language disorder commonly caused by stroke and other acquired brain injuries that affects over 
two million people in the US and has large negative consequences for quality of life.1 Anomia (i.e., word-finding 
difficulty) is a primary frustration for people with aphasia, and naming treatments are a well-researched and 
commonly used approach for addressing this core deficit.2 If naming treatments are to make a meaningful 
impact on the lives of people with aphasia, they must produce durable gains which generalize beyond the 
treatment context. However, most theoretically-motivated naming treatments in current clinical use have not 
been designed to target long-term retention or between-context generalization, potentially limiting their impact. 
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in the application of learning theory to make naming treatments 
more efficient and effective.3–7 Two prominent themes in this literature concern the relative benefits of effortful 
vs. errorless learning and massed vs. distributed practice scheduling. Increased effort during successful 
retrieval (i.e., “desirable difficulty”8) promotes long-term retention of trained words compared to errorless 
approaches.3 However, errors may negatively impact learning, and errorless approaches have sometimes 
been found to be as effective as effortful approaches based on the design5 and natures of naming deficit.7 
Massed practice promotes faster acquisition4 and may be crucial for promoting state-dependent 
neuroplasticity,9 but distributed practice increases desirable difficulty due to memory decay, which leads to 
better long-term retention.10 Despite potential benefits of each approach, previous research has focused on 
contrasting them instead of asking how they might be adaptively combined to improve outcomes.  
The central premise of this proposal is that adaptive computer-based treatment provides an innovative 
way to combine the benefits of complementary learning approaches in aphasia rehabilitation. Two 
proposed clinical trials will investigate this premise, evaluating interventions intentionally designed to promote 
the long-term retention and context generalization of trained words based on learning theory. We will also use 
the extensive datasets from these studies to develop new adaptive timing and learning models for aphasia. 
Study 1: Evaluate the benefits of balancing effortful & errorless learning via adaptive naming deadlines  
Rationale. Speeded naming promotes context generalization to connected speech,10 and individualized 
speed-accuracy tradeoffs provide a straightforward way to balance retrieval effort and accuracy over time.  
Approach. 30 participants will complete a randomized crossover within-subjects design comparing outcomes 
on an adaptive effort-accuracy balanced condition to two static conditions (effort-maximized vs. errorless). 40 
words will be trained in each condition for 8 sessions, approximating real-world clinical practice. Individualized 
adaptive naming deadlines will be calculated using our multinomial ex-Gaussian response time model.11  
Hypothesis. The adaptive naming deadline condition will lead to better word acquisition, retention, and 
generalization to connected speech when compared to either errorless or effort-maximized static conditions.  
Model extension. We will extend our ex-Gaussian naming model to characterize both participant and item-
specific speed-accuracy tradeoffs. This has both treatment and assessment implications, as current response 
time models of naming neglect item effects and item-level accuracy models neglect processing speed.12  
Study 2: Evaluate the benefits of combining massed & distributed practice via adaptive trial scheduling 
Rationale: Adaptive trial scheduling flexibly shifts back and forth between massed and distributed practice as 
needed based on item-level performance over time. Strong pilot data suggests this is a highly effective way to 
train more words than is possible using typical approaches to naming treatment.  
Approach: 32 participants will participate in a randomized crossover within-subjects design comparing an 
adaptive scheduling condition training a large number of words (200) to two static distributed practice 
conditions training a matched (200) and more typical (40) number of words. Conditions will be matched for total 
treatment hours in a synchronous/asynchronous telehealth format approximating real-world practice.  
Hypothesis: Compared to static conditions, adaptive trial scheduling will lead to better acquisition, retention, 
and generalization to connected speech for many more words than are typically targeted in treatment.  
Model extension: While pilot data suggests the current adaptive spacing algorithm is more effective than 
typical static approaches, it relies on an outdated model that was developed for neurotypical populations. We 
will apply recent advances in learner modeling13 to develop an aphasia-specific acquisition and decay model. 
This model could be used to determine practice schedules for individual patients, specifically optimized for the 
long-term retention and context generalization of training. 
Impact: Successful study outcomes will demonstrate that these adaptive computer-based naming treatments 
provide a novel way to produce large, durable, and generalizable treatment gains. Study 2 uses free open-
source flashcard software, and could be immediately implemented in clinical practice at scale pending positive 
outcomes. Successful modeling outcomes will lead to even more effective interventions and lay the 
groundwork for a transformative research agenda working toward the development of comprehensive adaptive 
learning systems for aphasia rehabilitation.   
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